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Winter Carnival concludes with annual President’s Ball

Molly Ruffing
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

In keeping with traditions, many
Lawrentians participated in the Winter Carnival this year. The Student
Organization for University Programming (SOUP), in conjunction with a
few other organizations, sponsored a
week’s worth of activities from Monday, Jan. 27, to Sunday, Feb. 2.
Beginning on Monday, students
could participate in a scavenger hunt
across campus to find the miniature
polar bears that promoted Winter
Carnival. On Tuesday, SOUP and
WelLU hosted a ping-pong tournament in the Mead Witter Room of the
Warch Campus Center.
On Wednesday, students could
venture to Nordic Mountain with
SOUP to ski in the snow and enjoy
some winter fun. On Thursday, SOUP
hosted grocery bag bingo where
students played bingo with the hopes
of winning free food.
Winter Carnival began gearing up
on Friday night when both Lawrence’s women’s and men’s basketball
teams competed against Cornell
College. The Lawrence Symphony
Orchestra also performed on Friday
night, featuring Lawrence Symphony
Orchestra Concerto Competition

THIS

WEEK

Winner, sophomore Ben Johnson.
On both Friday and Saturday nights,
“Abominable” was showing in the
Warch Campus Center Cinema as
well.
Although the week full of activities may have been full of fun, Winter
Carnival is best known for the events
that occurred on Saturday, Feb. 1. In
the morning, students could be seen
sliding and battling on Ormsby Lake

during the annual Broomball tournament.
Competition continued throughout the day, as Baking and Cooking
Club and SOUP hosted a gingerbread
house competition in the Warch
Campus Center in the afternoon.
Groups competed to decorate the best
gingerbread house. The entries were
then voted on at President’s Ball later
that night.
The annual President’s Ball began
at 9 p.m. and ended at midnight on
Saturday. The formal event was held
in the Somerset Room of the Warch
Campus Center where Big Band Reunion entertained with live swing and
big band music. Students, faculty and
staff all gathered together to dance,
take an excessive number of photos
and, of course, enjoy the chocolate
fondue. Additionally, this year’s ball
was advertised as a zero-waste event.
According to SOUP adviser and
Student Activities Coordinator, Nadir
Carlson, attendance for the ball has
been approximately 500 students in
the past. However, Carlson estimated
that attendance hit a record high this
year, which he said was indicated by
how quickly the food was eaten and
how full the ballroom was this year.
Winter Carnival finished up on
Sunday, Feb. 2, with a day of service
sponsored by the Center for Community Engagement and Social Change.
For the day of service, several student
organizations hosted events open to
the Lawrence community.
Also on Sunday, People for Animal
Welfare hosted a cat café in the Mead
Witter room of Warch Campus Center. During this event, students could
enjoy snacks in the company of cats.
All proceeds from the tickets to enter
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were then donated to Saving Paws.
On Sunday afternoon, students
also had the opportunity to visit an
environmental table near the mailroom to receive free sustainable items
and more. Another student organization, Panhel, made tie-blankets for
the Children’s Hospital of Wisconsin.

The President’s Ball is a Lawrence tradition held each year during the Winter Carnival.
Photos by Sarah Navy.

Kaitlin Mahr Internship Fund Removes Barriers
Molly Ruffing
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

In an effort to further support
Lawrence University and pay tribute
to their daughter, Dr. Todd Mahr ’79
and his wife, Debra Mahr, recently established the Kaitlin Mahr Internship
Fund in English. This gift was also
made in honor of Dr. Todd Mahr’s
40th class reunion. The Mahr family
previously funded the Sanvello app
on campus to reduce the stigma of
mental health and to increase access
to support for Lawrentians.
Although a number of students
seek internships each year and find
themselves involved in fantastic
opportunities, some students are
daunted by the cost of traveling and
living away from home. This fund
seeks to remove those barriers for
students, for it will provide a stipend
to cover travel and living expenses to
at least one student in 2020.
According to Associate Professor
of English Timothy Spurgin, it was
Professor of English David McGlynn’s idea to set up a fund to support
students doing internships in the
summer. When Spurgin and McGlynn
heard that Dr. Mahr was interested in
working with the English department

on some sort of project, the fund
seemed like the perfect fit.
The Kaitlin Mahr Internship Fund
in English is one of many experiential
learning funds available to Lawrence students. According to Emily
Bowles, the Experiential Funding and
Professional Networking Coordinator in the Center for Career, Life
and Community Engagement, this
experiential learning fund is intended
to supplement dream internships and
make the dream actually possible by
covering any extraneous costs.
This specific fund allows students
to seek internships in large and
mid-sized publishing houses and
other literary endeavors in New York,
Minnesota, California and elsewhere.
Internships could also take place at
smaller independent presses or in
new media, journalism, digital mar-

All applications should include a
resume and a proposal statement,
which must include a project budget.
Bowles recommends being concise,
creative and unique in proposal
statements and being realistic in the
project budget.
Although Bowles is connected with
the Mahr family now in her role with
funding experiential learning, she
actually first knew of Kaitlin Mahr
when she was a visiting professor at
Lawrence 13 years ago. Kaitlin was a
student in Bowles’s feminist literary
class during the term that she died.
As Bowles discussed her time with
Kaitlin, she explained, “I knew her
personally and the impact she had on
campus, so when I saw this internship, I was incredibly excited to be a
part of being able to share it.”
Bowles continued, “[Katilin] was,

keting and more.
With the wide scope that this fund
allows, Bowles encouraged applicants
to be creative and then explain the
value and merit behind their intended
use of the funding.
Applications are due on Friday,
April 3, and decisions are tentatively
scheduled to be released the week of
April 20. Preference will be given to
students majoring in English.

in a lot of ways, everything that is best
about a Lawrence student in terms of
interdisciplinary.” This funding will
provide students an opportunity to
channel that interdisciplinary style in
their internships as well, as it gives
students space to bring in different
skills and technologies.
For more information about the
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In Memoriam

On Thursday, Jan. 30, Lifongo Vetinde, professor of French and Francophone studies at Lawrence passed away.
The following is a campus-wide notice from Provost and Dean of the Faculty Catherine Gunther Kodat:
Dear Lawrentians,
It is with a truly heavy heart that
I share the news of the passing of
Lifongo Vetinde, a beloved member of
our Lawrence family.
Lifongo, a professor of French who
came to Lawrence in 1996 and did
remarkable work on and off campus
for nearly a quarter century, died
Thursday evening following surgery.
We are working with his family to
plan a campus memorial service.
Information will be shared as it becomes available.
A scholar of Francophone literature
and cinema, Lifongo was a brilliant
teacher. He led Lawrence’s Francophone Seminar program in Dakar,
Senegal, on multiple occasions, and
he earned a Fulbright Teaching and
Research Fellowship that took him to
Senegal for 10 months in the 2012-13
academic year.
A native of Cameroon, he was committed to teaching about the African
continent. He also was devoted to
working on issues of social justice,
diversity, and inclusion throughout
his career.
His primary love was teaching.

He embraced Lawrence’s small class
sizes because it allowed him to engage
one-on-one with his students.
His friendships with colleagues
across campus were deep and impactful.
Three years ago, I had the good
fortune to present Lifongo to the
Board of Trustees when he was
promoted to full professor. It was a
special pleasure for me because his
areas of research included the work
of the great Senegalese film director
and writer Ousmane Sembène, whose
novel God’s Bits of Wood I had taught
for years. My admiration for Lifongo
grew steadily from that early, happy
connection as I came to know his
work as a scholar; his warm, unassuming and generous nature; and,
above all, his selfless commitment to
his students.
Lifongo’s membership on the
Tenure Committee this past year allowed further fine qualities to shine,
including his integrity, his ability to
balance empathy with rigor, and his
sense of fairness.
For more on Lifongo and his impact at Lawrence, see a story here.

Associate Professor of French Lifongo Vetinde.
Photo by Marhias Reed.

Space for sharing and grieving is
available in Sabin House and is being
set up in Main Hall. These are places
where people can leave messages for
Lifongo’s family. The family has set

Classics Week celebrates Greece and Rome
McKinley Breen
Staff Writer

______________________________________

Last week, the Lawrence University classics department hosted
the now traditional “Classics Week”
where, according to Ottilia Buerger
Professor of Classical Studies and Associate Professor of Classics Randall
McNeil, “It is our chance to celebrate
all things Greco-Roman.” And it was
quite a celebration indeed. With five
events packed into just four days, all
spearheaded by two Lawrence professors, McNeil and Assistant Professor
of Classics Adriana Brook.
On Monday in the Warch Campus
Center, five professors from five
different disciplines gave short, mini
lectures on different topics related
to Greece, Rome and the East. These

ranged from talking about a Persian
god’s cult in Roman Britain to how
the Japanese of Edo Japan perceived
the Roman Empire. On Tuesday,
the classics department and Student
Organization for University Planning
(SOUP) hosted a play reading of the
Greek tragedy “Medea,” a brutal story
where in every scene different audience members played Medea’s part to
show her progression over time. On
Wednesday, McNeil gave a talk on his
own current research into the Roman
poet Horace and the perception of
time.
Finally, to round the week out, two
events were held on Thursday. The
first of these events was the traditional Ancient Coin Petting Zoo. Here, ten
coins from the Ottilia Buerger Coin
Collection were showcased depict-

ing the change of portraiture across
antiquity. This year, the Zoo drew a
record number with 48 people coming to check it out.
Finally, on Thursday night, Classics Week was wrapped up with Greco-Roman themed board games and
cookie decorating in Gaming House.
This event included chances to
slaughter your professors in the gladiatorial arena and to demonstrate your
ability to decorate a cookie to make it
look like a hoplite shield.
While the classics department is
small, with just two professors and a
half dozen students, it stands strong
and is able to make quite an impact
every year on campus and continues
to raise awareness about an often
overlooked field.

Upcoming Events
Climate Action Festival - Fri. 2/7 - 7:30 p.m. to 11 p.m. Somerset Room
Jazz Series: Bill Frisell - Harmony - Fri. 2/7 - 8 p.m. - 10 p.m. Memorial Chapel

up a tribute site that can be accessed
at www.forevermissed.com/lifongovetinde. Support services are available through Spiritual and Religious
Life and the Wellness Center.

Lifongo was a cherished member
of our community; he will be sorely
missed.
Yours truly,
Katie

PAW brings cats to
campus for Cat Café

Carl Richardson
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

On Sunday, Feb. 2, Lawrence’s
People for Animal Welfare (PAW)
organization hosted a “Cat Café” in
the Warch Campus Center. Attendees
got to enjoy some coffee shop refreshments in the company of cats from
Saving Paws, an animal rescue center
in Outagamie County.
Funds raised by the PAW Cat
Café, collected primarily through a
five-dollar charge at the door, will
be donated directly to Saving Paws.
Since Saving Paws is a rescue center
and not a government funded animal
shelter, it depends entirely on donations to function.
PAW’s central activity as an organization is to go on trips every weekend to volunteer at animal shelters.
The club volunteers at Saving Paws
every other weekend.
When asked what kinds of projects
the club works on at animal shelters,
PAW board member fifth-year Sara
Prostko explained that they have
performed a variety of odd jobs. “We
do whatever they need. That involves

anything from putting up walls like
we did last weekend or leveling gravel
for outdoor areas for the animals, to
doing deep cleans of the facilities.
Whatever need they have, we bring
the manpower to help,” Prostko said.
The PAW Cat Café was inspired
by on campus interest in the nonLawrence-affiliated “Pawffee Shop”
cat café that opened in Appleton last
summer. The café hosts a coffee shop
with live cats in a dedicated private
storefront. When the idea was floated
of bringing a cat café to Lawrence,
PAW heard enough interest to encourage them to do so and turn the
idea into a fundraiser.
For those interested in future PAW
events, the organization plans to host
a “Puppy Yoga” event during spring
term again as they did last year.
Prostko said that anyone who wants
to get involved with PAW can check
out Lawrence.givepulse.com where all
their volunteer trips are listed. And
all are welcome to reach out to her
or other PAW leaders senior Mara
Kissinger or junior Hannah Burgess
to learn more as well.

SOUP: Comedian Myq Kaplan - Fri. 2/7 - 8 p.m. to 9 p.m. Mead Witter
Film & Video Screening with artist Maeve Jackson - Mon. 2/17 4:30 p.m. to 6 p.m. - Wriston Art Galleries
ACLU: Know Your Rights - Wed. 2/19 - 4:30 p.m. to 6 p.m. Warch Cinema

Kaitlin Mahr...
continued from page 1

Kaitlin Mahr Internship Fund in
English, please contact Emily Bowles
in the Center for Career, Life and
Community Engagement or Professor
of English David McGlynn.
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Kelli Quick

Basketball splits with Monmouth
for yourself? Where do you want to
improve?) She responded by saying:
Earl: Something I want to improve
on is being more of a vocal leader
on the floor. I feel like my team can
hear more of my thoughts and voice
in practice than game situations. I'm
also looking out for the all the time
career record for points.

Staff Writer

______________________________________

Both the women’s and men’s
basketball teams had evenly matched
opponents with Monmouth on Feb.
1, true nail-biters until the very end.
Ultimately, the men’s team won by
just five points, while the women’s
team lost by just 10 points.
I sat down with junior guard
Brad Sendell and junior forward
Kenya Earl, both of whom scored the
most points for their team during the
game on Saturday (29 and 30 points
respectively). In order to gain more
insight on the process of the game and
how they prepared for it, I asked them
a few questions.
Quick: Why do you think you won?
What was the determining factor
of the games as well as the team’s
strengths and weaknesses?
Sendell: It was a great win. We had
a tough month of January, so to beat
a team of that caliber definitely gave
us some confidence. Hopefully we
can carry that momentum through
the rest of our season. Our mentality
going into the game was just to play
hard and loose. We felt like we were
putting too much pressure our ourselves to win over the past month. I
think that mentality really helped us
going into Saturday’s game. It also
always helps to make 17 threes as a
team while shooting over 50%. We
made big plays on both ends down
the stretch. We have had stretches
throughout the year where we have
really struggled on the defensive end
of the floor. While we were by no
means great defensively, we made big
plays in crucial parts of the game. We
have to continue to improve defensively. Personally, I just do what I can
to help the team win. Sometimes that
requires me to score and other times
that requires me to find an open teammate. Towards the end of the game,
Monmouth did a good job taking away
open looks for me, but I trusted my
teammates and they made huge shots
to close out the game.

Quick: What is something you think
the team did really well during the
game against Monmouth? What is
something you think you guys need
to work on?
Earl: I think we did a better job getting the ball inside more in the second
half and driving more to get fouled.
First half we were struggling to make
shots from the perimeter and weren't
getting to the free throw line like we
should of, so I think we made a good
adjustment in the second half.
Above: Sophomore Brandon Danowski finishes through contact.
Below: Junior Kenya Earl hits a quick jumpshot.
Photos by Sebastian Evans.

Quick: How did you motivate yourself in the game against Monmouth
(or in general)?
Earl: Monmouth is one of the top
teams in our conference, and I think
we did a great job of staying with them
the whole game. Going into the game,
I think we had more confidence from
the last time we played them because
we hung with them until the fourth
quarter and fatigue just hit us. My
mindset was basically if we play like
we did Friday against Cornell and like
the last time we played them, we can
have a chance to win.
Quick: What do you think is basketball’s key to success?
Earl: I think the key to success for
our team is really working together
on offense to find the best shot. Also
digging deep in the thrid and fourth
quarters mentally and physically to
try to pull out the win.
Men’s
basketball
downed
Monmouth 82-77 to improve to 9-10
(5-7 MWC), while the women fell to
5-14 (2-10 MWC) with a 69-59 loss.
Looking forward, both teams will
attempt to win in their home matchups against conference rivals Ripon
on Saturday, Feb. 8.

Quick: What is something you want
to improve about yourself? (ex. You
already managed to score 30 points,
do you have any other new goals

Clutch goals vs MSOE preserve tie for Vikings
Gannon Flynn

HOCKEY
North Division
TEAM		
St. Norbert
Marian
Lawrence
St. Scholastica
Finlandia
South Division
Lake Forest
Adrian
Trine
Aurora
Concordia
MSOE

OVR
12-8-2
14-6-1
5-14-2
5-16-1
4-15-2
16-4-1
13-5-3
11-8-2
11-6-4
11-8-2
8-8-5

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
TEAM
MWC
OVR
Monmouth
11-2
16-4
Ripon
11-2
15-5
Cornell
8-4
11-7
Knox
8-5
13-7
Lake Forest
6-6
9-10
Grinnell
6-7
10-10
St. Norbert
6-7
7-13
Illinois
5-8
9-11
Lawrence
2-11
5-15
Beloit
1-12
3-17
MEN’S BASKETBALL
TEAM
MWC
OVR
St. Norbert
12-1
17-3
Ripon
9-4
13-7
Monmouth
8-5
13-7
Grinnell
7-6
11-9
Lake Forest
6-6
9-10
Beloit
6-7
8-12
Cornell
5-7
10-9
Lawrence
5-8
9-11
Knox
3-10
7-13
Illinois
3-10
5-15

Standings are courtesy of

Staff Writer

______________________________________

Just coming off a loss against the
Milwaukee School of Engineering’s
(MSOE) Raiders, the Lawrence men’s
hockey team had something to prove
heading into the second half of the
Feb. 1 double-header matchup. The
Vikings’ tenacity was something to
behold this game, with the offense firing on all cylinders to maintain their
opponent’s pace.
The first period set the tone of
the matchup, as the Raiders’ Evan
Kearns sunk a goal in under four minutes. Lawrence responded well, however, by defending their territory for
seven minutes straight before tying
the match up with a shot by first-year
Zach Lodes. The pressure would continue to build as the period drew to a
close as MSOE’s Nick Redmon would
score on LU, but an even quicker
response by junior Matt Meininger
would tie the score again just 2 minutes before the end of the period.
Beginning the second period at
2-2, it proved to be more of a defensive struggle than anything; senior
goalie Evan Cline was able to block 18
shots for the Vikings, while Lawrence
would only attempt five shots through
the Raider defense. Despite a strong
push by the Raiders, Cline helped keep
the offensive onslaught at bay, and the
entire second period remained scoreless on both ends.
The third period threw the
Vikings right into the fire again, as
Stian Owens’s goal under 2 minutes
in would light a firecracker under

STANDINGS

www.midwestconference.org

LET’S
GO,
L AW R E N C E !
Junior Matt Meininger battles for the puck.
Photo by Sebastian Evans.

them. Not letting the lead slip away
from them a second time, senior Jake
Drinkard forced a third tie with 12
minutes remaining. The Raiders certainly were not going to make it easy
for them, however, and with 1:50
remaining in regulation, MSOE’s Nate
Rogers would score to put the Raiders
up 4-3. The Vikings prevailed despite
the grim outlook; Cline was benched
in favor of another forward, leaving

their defenses completely exposed.
This gamble would pay off in the
end, as Drinkard was able to land a
second goal off senior Daniel Gysi’s
assist. Overtime was nearly a victorious venture, as Viking sophomore
Vincent Dekumbis was pulled down
and given a penalty shot for a chance
to win. What looked to be a certain
goal was miraculously saved by MSOE
goalkeeper Logan Halladay, and the

time expired soon after, leaving both
teams with a tie on their respective
records.
The Vikings hold a record of
5-14-2, while MSOE gathers its fifth
tie of the season (8-8-5). The Vikings
will match up against the Marian
University Sabres next weekend in the
Battle of Highway 41.
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By Claire Zimmerman

By Celeste Reyes

Lore-ence

“Lawrence introduces new show:
‘Warch Watch’”
The following story is satire. All events and characters are
fictional.

By Claire Zimmerman

Ink

By Allegra C. Taylor
Color in this drawing!

Students are stressed as ever
as week five of Winter Term draws
to a close. Lawrence University has
acknowledged this stress and has
vowed to do what it takes to aid
students in this trying time. The
main, and only, thing that was proposed at an emergency meeting was
a new show called “Warch Watch.”
Lawrence higher-ups hope that
Lawrence based comedy will help
soothe the worries of its burned out
student body. After all, we thrive
when we can relate.
By now, everyone knows that
there is a surveillance camera that
posts a picture of what goes on in
front of Warch every three minutes. Warch Watch directly draws
from this idea. For every picture, one
unpaid film intern will come up with
Lawrence things for people to say
that match the scenario in front of
the Campus Center.
The unpaid intern will be hired
and put through a four-hour orientation on how to talk like, act like
and think like a Lawrence student.
They will be forced to write three
short essays on why three randomly
assigned memes from the Lawrence
University meme page are funny.
If they pass this test, they will be
allowed to be the voice of “Warch
Watch” until they choose to part
with the position.
The “show” will not be so much
a show but rather a voice over. The
unpaid intern will be expected to
come up with constant content. In
the wee hours of the night, when few
are awake, the intern will continue
to work tirelessly, as they will be
expected to be on duty eternally.
The intern will only be allowed to
sleep when there is no one in front of
Warch. There is some concern that

some students may take advantage
of this rule by making sure someone stands in front of Warch at all
times. Meal and bathroom breaks
are allowed for only the three minutes in between pictures, allowing a
generous three minutes of rest. It is
projected that each intern will last a
week before quitting. Unfortunately,
a raise of 10 cents can only be earned
every two weeks.
The show will be completely free to produce, aside from the
potential 10 cent per week raise for
the interns, and is expected to boost
morale of the student body by 110%.
People have described it as revolutionary for student involvement,
morale and engagement. There will
be no reruns, which encourages the
constant engagement of the student
body for fear of missing out. People
have said that those who hold the
position of unpaid intern will benefit for the rest of their life as it
prompts them to take on improvisation in their most delirious, burned
out states.
There are some ethical concerns for working the intern so hard
for so little pay. The University has
refuted these concerns by stating
that it is simply the Lawrence way. If
students are not sleep deprived and
delirious, who are they?
The show is said to premier
next Wednesday, Feb. 12, 2020 at
4:30 to kick off reading period. The
producers of this show are hoping
that students will tune in over their
reading period and get hooked. It is
their biggest hope that people will
continue to engage in the content
even after reading period is over and
things become stressful once again.
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This Week’s
Crossword

Last Week’s Answers

By Alex Dahl

In Plain Sight

Across
1. Part of the hand or a
kind of tree
5. Comedian Steve
7. 2nd color in the rainbow, if you follow the acronym
8. Herpes or chlamydia
9. Ingredient in many
soaps
11. Country between
Lebanon and Egypt
13. If something looks
like it is, it may _______
14. Vay-cay

Down
1. Someone who worships
2. Bone infarction, abbr.
3. Icon of “A Christmas
Story”
4. Something you may
yell when seeing something
vile
5. Second word of a
Hostess Product similar to
swiss rolls
6. One who creates
10. Mr. Blue Sky band,
abbr.
12. Sporting goods retailer, abbr.

By Tia Colbert

Look

Want to work for
THE LAWRENTIAN?
Visit lawrentian.com/
apply
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Reily McGee

Player’s Perspective: Dylan McMurray

Columnist

_________________________________________________

Being in high school sucks.
It is a point in life for self-discovery whilst
also feeling like everyone is judging you for
trying to discover that self. For sophomore neuroscience major Dylan McMurray, he felt disconnected at times with his high school peers.
During that time, he discovered the video game
“Life is Strange.”
“When I was a freshman in high school,
I found this game called ‘Life is Strange,’”
McMurray said. “This game has an emotional,
story-driven gameplay which draws you in.”
To give a little context, “Life is Strange”
takes place in Arcadia Bay, a small Pacific
Northwest town at a private residency school
called Blackwell Academy. In this game, you
mostly follow the story of Maxine “Max”
Caufield, a 12th-grade student who struggles to
fit in.
This video game is a heavy choice-based
experience adventure title where the player is
exploring this environment and trying to understand some mysterious oddities happening in

and around Arcadia Bay.
“I did not really know what I was going
to do,” McMurray said. “I did not know what
I wanted to do. With this game, it helped me
realize I am not the only person who goes
through stuff alone.”
Whilst this video game is a purely single
player experience, McMurray felt a strong connection to the story this game created which
helped him in understanding the struggles of
going through high school and, eventually, college.
McMurray admires the choices one can
make in “Life is Strange.”
“This game's relatability relies on the
choices you make,” McMurray said. “[‘Life is
Strange’] is not like some games where you are
following a linear story that is being fed to you
over the course of gameplay. You are the one in
control of the choices.”
Being able to decide his own destiny connected to his desire to carve out his own paths
on the journey of life, which is what McMurray
explained is the relatability of this game.
Part of the discovery for McMurray was
discovering his passion for music.

“Growing up, music has been a huge part
of my life,” McMurray said. “I have listened to
pretty much everything and I feel like at that
young age when I was trying to figure out who
I was, I feel like [‘Life is Strange’] really influenced my music taste.”
The game’s soundtrack is important in the
atmosphere and tone the game sets, opting to
use a large variety of independent musician’s
pieces throughout the work in ways to invoke a
deeper emotional connection to the story.
“One of the songs I show to a lot of my
friends is ‘Santa Monica Dream,’” McMurray
said. “It’s a really great song that goes well with
the game’s story.”
The concept of leaving something behind
to start something new is a common theme
between both the video game “Life is Strange”
and the song “Santa Monica Dream.”
“This game has really influenced my
music tastes and my exploration of the indie
genre in music,” McMurray said.
These single player choice-based video
games have been a huge draw for McMurray
as he has grown older. They continue to press
on as his favored experience for playing video

games.
“I was working on campus over the summer,” McMurray said. “I ended up meeting my
current girlfriend because of our common interest in games like ‘Life is Strange.’ I have a lot of
friends here and back home who are really into
massive multiplayer online games. I have not
found a lot of people into the single player story
games like I have been.”
Although McMurray and his friends have
different interests in the kinds of games they
enjoy, McMurray has not had trouble feeling
like he is part of the community, especially
knowing there are others who enjoy the games
he also enjoys.
“Sometimes, it can be a little frustrating
to have people who play different games from
you because it is hard to explain those differences with one another,” McMurray said. “How
I try to see it though is a conversation between
genres of games rather than an attack against
each other.”
McMurray hopes others would be willing
to explore different types of games like how he
has been opening up in both video game interests as well as his music interests.

Photo Feature:
London Centre - Week Four with Caroline Garrow

Sainsbury’s is the closest grocery store to the London Centre.

The tower stairs at the Garden Museum.

Supporters of the European Union protest Brexit.

Students on the roof of the Garden Museum, after climbing the treacherous tower stairs.
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Subculture on Main: Anna White & Willard

Dani Massey
Columnist

________________________________________________

Subculture on Main strives to raise awareness
of the diversity of people and important issues
on the Lawrence University campus. Care is
taken to give equal platform to unique individuals and to listen to their stories with an
open mind. Interviews are reflective only of the
interviewee on not of their whole group.
Lawrence is made up of many different
types of groups under its larger, overarching culture. Some of these smaller groups are
formed through nature (you were born that
way) or by choice (you choose to be a part of
some common cause, shared experience or support). Sophomore biology and Russian major
Anna White fits group membership by choice
through her volunteer occupation as a puppy
raiser (PR) for Custom Canines Service Dog
Academy. She is currently training Willard,
whose title is service dog in training (SDIT).
White herself identified as being a part
of the puppy raiser culture. She reflected her
impression of group membership and how a
person is affected by one’s birth identities and
those that are chosen.
“[W]hat's cool about subcultures is that
even though they are a specific group of people,
they affect everyone that surrounds them, and
I feel like being a PR is a really good example
of that,” White said. “All the puppy raisers have
our Facebook group chat, our training classes,
and so we all have our own jokes. Something
that we all have is a ‘poop story’ where are dogs
will inevitably poop in a public place because
they're puppies being brought into public
places.” She laughed. “We get to seriously
affect other people's lives in such a positive way
because we are puppy raisers. Then, once we're
done raising our puppy, [the puppy] gets to
move on to a new person and change their life
in a positive way.”
Beyond her obvious identity as a PR,
White also talked about her love of animals in
general.
“I want to be a veterinarian one day, and
I'm a part of PAW [People for Animal Welfare]
on campus,” White said. “We do a lot of fun
fundraising events. We [hosted] cat café, and
we're all about going to shelters and volunteering. People who love animals are good people.
[They] are just kind. Also, on campus I am part
of the McCarthy co-op, which is a sustainable,
green meal plan and living space. We try really
hard to make our co-op a sustainable place to
live so we can save the planet.”
White went on to explain a little bit about
what the dogs she helps train do.
“A lot of our dogs go to veterans and they
are perfect for PTSD [Post-Traumatic Stress
Disorder],” White said. “I [and other raisers]

Sophomore PR Anna White on a walk with Willard.

call them heroes in the making. They go to
their future handlers for free. I feel like we are
slowly helping change the country by helping
the people who help our country. They are like
medical equipment.”
White wanted to identify an issue that
her group faces as well as the people with disabilities who receive the puppy after she has
completed the training.
“There're a lot of problems in our community right now with “fake” service dogs,” White
said. “People will buy a vest on Amazon and put
it on their pet animal and bring them to wherever and that causes a huge problem, in the PR
and disabled communities. […] They aren't used
to that and haven't been trained. Most times,
the owners are not trained in how to train [the
dogs] to be in those situations. In states like
Wisconsin, SDITs have just as many rights as
full-fledged service dogs, so I can bring Willard
anywhere. Now, because of all the “fake” service
dogs, [trained] service dogs have gotten a bad
reputation. [When] you go into a place, you're
more likely to get denied [and] treated badly.
So I know when he's fully grown and goes to a
disabled handler, they're going to get treated
differently.”
When asked about the biggest benefits
of being a puppy raiser, White said, “I think
the most obvious thing [I gain is] a wonderful,
adorable puppy who loves me, and I get to take

Willard in his vest, sitting like a good boy.
Photos by Dani Massey.

with me everywhere,” White said. “It's such a
good feeling; it makes me feel like I'm making a
difference and that I'm doing a good job. I feel
like it's teaching me a lot about myself, like how
to keep my cool when I'm at my wit’s end with
like everything [and] consistency and patience.
I'm learning how to teach someone with love.
It's going to stick with me for like the rest of my
life.”

White trains with her colleagues, senior
Claire Zimmerman and sophomore Morgan
Donahue. You can learn more about SDITs
on Willard’s Instagram account @Willard_
the_sdit.
If you would like to represent your group,
contact Dani Massey at danionlawrentian@
gmail.com
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Uncovered Art Show features student talent, anxiety

Camille Robertson
Staff Writer

______________________________________

On Friday, Jan. 31, at 6:30 p.m.,
the Uncovered Art Show opened up in
Mead Witter and Esch Hurvis in the
Warch Campus Center to kick off their
latest show entitled “How We Cope in
Our Climate Changed Home.” There
were four points of interest throughout the room: a stage to showcase
musical performances, an installation
of student art, a collaging table and
a buffet. It was a causal event, where
students and community members
could walk around and socialize with
one another without feeling any pressure to focus on anything in particular.
While not all the art on display was
completely relevant to the ongoing
conversation about climate change,
there was definitely an underlying
theme of talking about the planet. At
the collage table, many students made
plant-themed pieces; the majority of
the art hanging from the wall hinted
at the climate in some way, shape or
form; on stage, the student performers sang songs that had a certain element of mournfulness to them, such
as brothers senior Jack Murphy’s and
freshman Michael Murphy’s cover of
The Beatles’s “Don’t Let Me Down.”
Of course, there was no requirement
for students’ art to be centered around
climate change in order to be a part of
the show, but rather, as sophomore
Mads Layton put it in her informa-

tional article about the show a few
weeks before it happened, to “find a
time and a space to process the emotions surrounding the ongoing climate change crisis.” This sentiment is
what the Uncovered Art Show group

Students showcased visual as well as performing arts.
Photo by Sebastian Evans.

is more generally about, even outside
of their latest installment: creating a
brave space for students to appreciate
one another’s work without the intensity of a recital or an official exhibit.
This installation was especially

Guitar professor’s
performance explores Paris

Erin O’Brien
Staff Writer

______________________________________

A+E RADAR

Accomplished musician and
Lecturer of Music Nathan Wysock
filled Harper Hall with the sounds of
classical guitar on Sunday, Feb. 2.
The selections Wysock performed here at Lawrence were
threaded together by the experiences of composers travelling through
Paris. He opened with Fernando
Sor’s “Fantaisie élégiaque à la mort
de Madame Beslay” Op. 59, a fantasy
written to mourn the death of his close
friend Charlotte, who was a pianist.
The forlorn, meandering notes comprised Sor’s last and most personal
piece before his own death, featuring
pleading lyrical sections singing out
“farewell Charlotte.”
Many of the pieces included in
the program blended cultural and geographical musical influences, as each
of the composers brought their own
backgrounds to the Parisian music
scene, just as the Parisian music scene
influenced the composers in return.
The second piece of the show was a
set put together early in Brazil. It is a
suite based on European dances and
also traditional Brazilian music. This
blended piece, Heitor Villa-Lobos’

“Suite populaire brésilienne,” traveled happily and peacefully away from
the first work’s tortured, inquisitive
yearning and set a happier tone for the
rest of the recital.
A comparably fused piece was
Polish-Jewish composer Alexandre
Tansman’s homage to Chopin,
inspired by Tansman’s move to Paris
and his influence by the Romantics.
Tansman’s Polish background influenced many of the works he composed in Paris, including “Hommage à
Chopin.” His neoclassical works in the
mid-20th century drew on his Polish
Jewish heritage as well as his French
romantic musical influences.
Similarly, the Spanish composer
Miguel Lloblet’s “El mestre” was written in Paris but based on Catalan
folk songs. While Lloblet was born in
Barcelona, he toured Europe and the
Americas extensively and was widely
renowned for his arrangements of traditional Catalan folk music for solo
guitar.
As for Wysock’s own musical
history, he studied at the Eastman
School of Music where he received
Doctor of Musical Arts and Master
of Music degrees, majoring in guitar
performance and minoring in early
music. He also previously earned a

COMING UP:

Bachelor of Music from Illinois State
University. His performance repertoire since includes both solo and
ensemble work, and he has competed
in several guitar contests both in the
United States and abroad. In addition to his experience at Lawrence,
Wysock has been on the faculty of
several community programs, the secondary guitar program at his alma
mater the Eastman School of Music
and Wisconsin Conservatory of Music
in Milwaukee
Nearing the end of the program,
Wysock also performed his own original composition “Prélude” written in
2018. Among his other impressive
performances is an appearance as
a featured performer on Wisconsin
Public Radio alongside Madison
Symphony Orchestra violinist Laura
Burns, as well as significant contemporary premiers. Wysock is a member
of the ensemble Lâensemble Portique,
a group dedicated to both early and
modern music. In 2009, the group
premiered Geoffrey Gordon’s contemporary piece “Wrecked Angels,”
written for flute, cello and guitar.
Lâensemble Portique’s recording of
“Wrecked Angels” is available for
streaming online, as is Wysock’s WPR
performance.

2/7 8PM Jazz Series: Bill Frisell:
Harmony, Chapel

2/9 12PM Open Movement &
Music Jam, WCC Esch Studio

2/7 8PM Comedian Myq Kaplan,
WCC Mead Witter

2/9 3PM Lawrence University
Choirs Concert, Chapel

2/8 10PM Musician AJ Smith,
WCC Mead Witter

2/10 8PM World Music Series:
Okaidja Afroso Trio

unique because of its inclusion of a
collage table. There was a sign up on
the wall among the pieces that were
submitted to the show in advance that
read, “YOUR ART HERE: make something at our craft table, then pin it up

here!” It gave students the chance to
showcase their talent even at the very
last minute, and also served to break
down the wall between the featured
artists and the observer, implying
that nobody should feel left out from
the opportunity to create and present
their art. The actual craft table itself
served to bring people together, as it
could accommodate a small group,
where students sat, talked and joked
with one another.
The entire vibe of the show was
encouraging on a small and large
scale. By encouraging one another to
create art, the show suggested that
we are encouraging each other to do
good in the world; by doing good in
the world, we are helping to cope with
climate change. It is something that
feels so out of hand, out of anyone’s
control, but the least we can do about
it is get together in a space where we
can talk and think about it instead of
refusing to acknowledge the growing
problem.
Before the event had ended,
senior Christina Sedall, one of the
organizers, made an announcement
about an upcoming climate-centered
event, the Climate Action Festival.
This coming Friday, Feb. 7, in Warch,
there will be student booths as well as
a performance by Chicago artist Nola
Adé. Be sure to attend and look out for
the next Uncovered Art Show in the
months to come.

Alianza presents
salsa workshop

Ursa Anderson
Staff Writer

______________________________________

On Wednesday, Jan. 29,
Lawrence’s Latinx organization,
Alianza, hosted a salsa dance workshop on campus in Esch Hurvis to
reach out to the Lawrence community
and cultivate a deeper understanding of Latinx culture. Salsa dance
instructor Marisol Encarnación and
her husband José Encarnación hosted
and taught the participants. Marisol
teaches salsa lessons regularly every
spring, although not in the summer,
she said, because that is when she gets
to go out and have fun dancing with
her husband and friends. José is an
Assistant Professor of Music and the
Director of Jazz Studies at Lawrence,
teaching classes in jazz saxophone and
improvisation.
Alianza, translated to “Alliance,”
is a Latinx group on campus that
focuses on bringing awareness to
the social and political issues that
Lawrence Latinx students, both
domestic and international, face on
campus as well as in the world. The
organization puts on workshops and
events to help educate a larger audience about these issues and their rich
culture. They consider themselves a
support group for Latinx students on
campus who feel they have no voice,
providing a space for them to express
their ideas and concerns related to
their culture and identity. In the
past, Alianza has hosted workshops
on addressing microaggressions and
molding identity, and has put on open
events for celebrations like Día de los
Reyes Rosca and Día de los Muertos.
Their goal for this year is to host more
open events that represent different
Latinx identities. They also want to
dismantle the wrongful assumption
that Latinx culture is only Mexican
culture and educate about the intersection of all Latinx cultures, including the similarities and differences
they have.
The salsa workshop is exactly the
kind of event that helps spread their

message. With the help of Marisol
and José, a very successful night of
dancing and cultural education was
held. Marisol confessed that she was
more of a club salsa dancer herself,
as she was never formally trained and
learned all of her steps by going out
and dancing when she was young, so
she explained several of the differences between her style and ballroom
style. The two Encarnacións opened
the class with a demonstration of the
dance at full tempo. From just their
one dance, it was clear that the duo
knew what they were doing, but were
having fun with it as well.
After they showed off their
moves to the students, Marisol had
the group move into three lines where
we could all practice the basic steps
solo. It was very important to have
these steps down before adding in a
partner, for the flow of salsa requires a
rhythm of steps between two people to
work smoothly. Once we had the basic
steps down, the class worked on a spin
and a side step to heighten their skills.
Finally, we all found partners and put
it into action. Everyone in the class
was dancing, laughing and having a
great time as Marisol and José walked
around the room giving pointers. The
last tip to the class was to listen to
salsa music whenever we were in a car
and listen to the beat, counting our
steps as we went.
This was the first collaboration that Alianza had with José and
Marisol Encarnación, but they assured
it would not be their last. Alianza has
also recently hosted a discussion on
anti-black racism in Latinx communities with Assistant Professor of Ethnic
Studies Jesus Smith, an event that
took place Wednesday, Feb. 5. In
upcoming events, Alianza will host a
talk with Assistant Professor of Music
Horacio Contreras on Wednesday,
Feb. 19, on being a Venezuelan cellist in the United States. The organization hopes reaching out to more
Latinx-identifing professors will build
a stronger community of shared experiences here at Lawrence.
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Review: Collector performance
Sam Goldbeck
Staff Writer

______________________________________

Writing about the set performed
by Lawrence alumni Matt Blair ‘17,
Jacob Heineman ‘17 and Devin Drobka
(not an alumnus) is rather hard to
do. It is difficult to categorize their
music, as it is heavily experimental
and improvisatory. Blair performs on
the piano and electronics, Heineman
plays bass and Drobka beats the
drums. Junior Ben Portzen opened
the event by playing a piece that also
sounded improvised and rather experimental. It seemed as though, and I’m
no expert, he was playing the same
deconstructed chords over and over
again at different pitches and volumes
in an effort to create a piece with an
actual narrative. It was pretty dark
sounding music and it kind of made
me feel like I was falling down a bottomless black hole, but in a good way.
Earlier in the day, the group
hosted a clinic discussing their lives
as professional musicians with current students in the Conservatory.

Each member brought up their personal experiences with undergraduate
musical training, regional musicianship and building community with
other musicians; the decision to go
or not to go to graduate school and
continuing education; and self-production and working with labels.
After Portzen was finished
playing, the trio, calling themselves
Collector, took the stage and played
continuously for about 45 minutes.
Heineman’s bass was at first the leading instrument as Blair and Drobka’s
playing was much more subdued.
It almost sounded as though each
performer was given the opportunity
to “talk over” the others with their
instruments. I would label their set as
challenging, considering I had no idea
what was going on and I am still struggling to describe what I heard. Most of
the notes I was taking turned into gibberish and scribbling as I was sucked
down into the Collector rabbit hole.
I will say that their performance left
me feeling dazed and certainly left an
impression that lasted the rest of the
night. President’s Ball was that same

evening, and I had to leave the dance
earlier than I would have otherwise
because I was still in a trance from
the Collector performance. I am left
wondering what kind of venues these
young men perform at that can handle
their intense and obscure music. At
certain points, all of the instruments
would be playing loudly at once and
it would create a cacophonous soundscape that made one feel trapped, but
in a good way. It is impossible to convey through writing all of the things I
was feeling while listening to this set,
and it is harder still to describe exactly what the music sounded like. But
you can find out for yourself because
Collector has a record coming out
called “Post-Rock Lately.” I am not
going to listen to it because I feel like
one listening session, particularly a
live show, of Collector is therapeutic
enough. But if you are in the mood for
some experimental “post-rock” that
will make you feel like you are dissociating from all that is real but occasionally rises to the level of catharsis, then
you will be in for a treat.

Blair, Heineman, and Drobka perform in Harper Hall.
Photo by Georgia Greenberg.

LSO performs with aplomb

Mads Layton
Staff Writer

______________________________________

The
Lawrence
Symphony
Orchestra concert on Friday, Jan. 31,
started off with a booming phrase. At
8 p.m., the first piece of the evening
was Dvořák’s “Slavonic Dance” No. 8,
Op. 46. The appeal of this piece was
that it was interspersed with layers
and layers of texture, from the lighter
trickling notes to the percussion that
grounded it. The Memorial Chapel
housed a full upper section with a
decent smattering of people below
as well. Around 20 of the orchestra’s players were missing from the
concert, as they are in the rehearsal
process for the mainstage opera in
March, but the sound was not lacking. The orchestra has had a busy
term between preparing for both the
opera and their upcoming Presto tour,
wherein students have the opportunity to visit high schools in the Twin
Cities, work with community organizations and perform a one-night-only
concert.
The next piece was presented, a
Madetoja piece called “Tanssi-Näky”
(Dance Vision), Op. 11/2, described
to be a “whimsical symphonic poem”
with “orchestral colors” that are
reminiscent of French impressionist palettes. The pluck of the harp
with the higher string, woodwind and

brass instruments was joined after a
moment by the lower stringed instruments; the whole orchestra seemed to
surge inward and outward with the
music. Some areas of the song brought
a frantic energy, while others built
into an airier melodic section.
At the close of the piece, the
piano was opened and sophomore
Ben Johnson was introduced. As
the winner of the LSO Concerto
Competition, he was asked to accompany the orchestra at the piano on
Rachmaninoff’s Piano Concerto No.
1 in F-sharp minor, op. 1, I. Vivace.
He came out in a long suitcoat, sat
down and began to lead the orchestra
in a piece that was furious and jawdropping. Though the volume of the
orchestra was large, it did not take
away from the spotlight of his fingers
moving at a dizzying pace across the
keys. The whole piece was accompanied by some palpable sense of
yearning and emotion that ultimately
led to a standing ovation and almost
actual cheers from the crowd before
the director had a chance to lower his
hands. One person in the bottom section could even be seen pumping both
fists in the air.
Assistant Professor of Music
Anne Ellsworth accompanied the next
song, Sheila Silver’s “Being in Life,”
II on the horn. This song additionally
featured Tibetan singing bowls. These

are traditionally used in Tibetan
Buddhist rituals and meditation by
“striking” and “singing” the bowls
using corresponding hitting and sliding motions with a stick. Though the
piece was written to be joyful, it held
a weight to it through the basses and
a level of depth that was achieved
through conversation with the bowls,
the horn and short interludes by sophomore Zoe Boston.
Where the song before felt
expansive, this one felt self-contained
and reflective. It was met with yet
another standing ovation from the
crowd, this time delayed by the sound
of the bowls fading out. Moving into
the last piece, Mephisto Waltz No.
1 (“The Dance in the Village Inn”),
S110/2 by Liszt, the orchestra’s sound
expanded outward again to a level of
comfortable cacophony that the student introducing the piece had promised it would deliver, wherein individual instrumental sections jostled
for attention before fading back into
the general din.
A short and sweet concert, at
around an hour and ten minutes, each
piece played by the orchestra was
made more captivating by the talent
and expressiveness of the students
involved.

,

“The Joker” is not worth it

Mary Grace Wagner
Columnist

______________________________________

Comic book legend Frank Miller
released a book in 2011 called “Holy
Terror.” Originally pitched to DC
Comics as a Batman story, it follows
a masked hero (Batman, duh) and
his sexy sidekick (Catwoman) fighting
an unnamed Al Qaeda stand in. The
book is Islamophobic and ultimately
devoid of substance: it is a piece that
presents like it is giving the hottest
take on post-9/11 America but that
ultimately says nothing about terrorism or society. DC wanted nothing
to do with this piece, so Miller published it without Batman attached.
One wonders whether it would have
been given any credence if it was published with the Batman name. Good
news! It would have! Because one of
the most mediocre, boring and spineless movies of the year has garnered
11 Academy Award nominations all
because, I would argue, it complains
about society and stars the Joker.
“Joker,” directed by Todd
Phillips, is a non-canon DC film that
is essentially the low-rent lovechild of
Martin Scorsese’s “King of Comedy”
and “Taxi Driver.” It tells the story
of Arthur Fleck (Joaquin Phoenix), a
failing comedian and for-hire clown
who struggles with an unspecified
mental illness in the grimy underbelly of ‘80s “Gotham.” Fleck is left
behind by society: while caring for
his elderly mother, he loses his job
and the government-sponsored social
work program that helps him with
his own illness loses its funding and
shuts down. He then kills a bunch of
finance bros on the subway because
they know multiple verses of “Send
in the Clowns” and becomes a figurehead for a new “eat the rich” Occupy
Wall Street-type movement that uses
clown imagery like the Guy Fawkes
masks in “V for Vendetta.” The movie
then adds just enough references to
the Wayne family’s Trump-like business empire, as well as the obligatory
Martha Wayne's pearls flying in slow
motion, to be considered a “Batmanadjacent” film. It really feels like a
spec script that got Batman mythos
shoehorned into it.
The core reason behind Joker’s
11 Academy Award nominations is
that the Oscars adore movies like
“Joker.” Like last year’s Best Picture
winner, “Green Book,” it is a “social
commentary” that in practice manages to barely say anything about society at all. These shallow “woke” movies frame themselves as something
important when they are no more
than a white man’s rehashing of the
world's grievances against them and
others. Nobody likes Arthur Fleck, the

government no longer can aid him,
the world mocks him, so he must get
his revenge by killing some people,
going on a late-night show and partying in the streets with Gotham’s
Antifa. The film is not specific enough
with what entity it is indicting for
Arthur’s problems: Is it the rich? The
media? The government? The film
does not pinpoint anything. Instead,
it opens its gangly arms wide and
indicts society as a whole, therefore
indicting nobody at all — but it is
full of homages to classic films and
has just enough good production elements to catch the Academy’s eye. (I
have to give Hildur Guðnadóttir and
Joaquin Phoenix their just due for,
respectively, her stirring score and his
committed performance.)
Then there is the public, who
drove “Joker” to an over $1 billion
box office gross, making it the seventh highest grossing film of all time
and highest ever rated R film. People
love superhero movies and will pay
money to see the most mediocre films
just because they start with *insert
superhero here.* But what really gets
me is that there have been comic
book movies that are stellar films,
ones that have clear messages, themes
and points of view — it is not like
making “Joker” good was not possible. Christopher Nolan’s “The Dark
Knight” already gave us our dark take
on the Joker, and one that commits
to its social commentary by using the
Joker to examine our fear and anxiety
surrounding terrorism in a post-9/11
America. Furthermore, I would also
argue that we do not need another
Joker origin story period, for two
reasons. First, there have been many
interesting and nuanced takes on the
Joker's origins: Alan Moore’s comic
“The Killing Joke,” for one, or even
Tim Burton's movie “Batman” (1989),
where Jack Nicolson iconically portrayed the Crown Prince of Crime.
Second, and more importantly, the
Joker serves his purpose as Batman’s
foil much better when his origins
are ambiguous and undefined. He is
the absolute antithesis of the caped
crusader, chaos to Batman’s order,
madness to other’s sanity. The Joker
is a character with barely any discernible motivation, moral compass
or plan of action, and that is what
makes Ledger’s or Nicholson’s Joker
work. When compared to Moore’s and
Burton/Nicolson’s classic characterization, Phoenix’s Arthur Fleck is the
Joker in name only.
In the end, it is a deeply flawed
film, a Scorsese riff with a Batman
framing device, another movie by a
white man who, by saying a lot, says
nothing at all.
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Death to the
language textbook!

Staff Editorial:

Reconsidering Lawrence’s credit system
One typical six credit course at Lawrence is expected to entail 3.3 semester hours of lecture time
a week. However, some six unit classes have a significantly higher number of semester hours. These
classes that require more hours spent in class or time dedicated to a specific skill should be reflected
in either additional credit or by a denotion on official transcripts.
Many Science Technology Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) majors frequently feel as if
their time spent in labs and working on labs is unnoticed and may become disheartened by the extra
time spent with no tangible evidence of it. While students with non-lab, Monday-Wednesday- Friday
classes are able to use part of their Tuesdays and Thursdays to do homework, STEM majors with
labs are left to do their extra homework on the weekends instead of socializing with friends or taking some much needed leisure time, as labs run a minimum of three hours and some students have
multiple labs per term.
This credit disparity is also present in other majors. Students in ensembles put in a disproportionate amount of work for often just a single credit- one ensemble will rehearse for two hours a
week, while another will rehearse for upwards of four, but both are awarded 1 credit on a transcript.
In the education department, many classes will require practicum hours spent observing in classrooms, which is necessary for accreditation, but isn’t necessarily reflected in the credit hours. Studio
Art majors often have class for three and a half hours on both Tuesdays and Thursdays, which is
almost double the amount of hours spent in a typical Tuesday and Thursday class. Amendments to
the Lawrence credit system would be beneficial for students across all disciplines.
Unfortunately, increasing the amount of flat credits for classes that mandate more time spent
in class may prove problematic. Students, especially dual degree students, already run the risk of
overloading their class schedule every term in order to fit their required classes into four or five
years. One solution to this problem may be to adjust the flat credits so that they reflect the amount
of work spent in class each week and to raise the number of credits it takes to reach overload status.
However, increasing the amount of flat credits of lab courses would further limit the number of
classes STEM majors would be able to take. In STEM majors, this could potentially be amended by
having a separate type of credit dedicated to labs that would not cause students to overload.
Another solution could be to add a star denoting lab classes on official transcripts, as lab experience is highly desirable in applicants to jobs and graduate schools, and Lawrence science students
should be recognized for the extra work demanded by lab classes. Additionally, there are many
classes that meet the standards to be considered as a competency and diversity requirement, but do
not receive the status of one on transcripts. For example, one could argue that the majority of English
classes are writing intensive, but they rarely are listed as writing intensive. Even if the designation is
implied, it may be helpful to future employers to see the amount of experience students have gained
in a particular skill.
We are not asking to necessarily decrease the amount of work or hours that we put into our
classes and our majors. We chose the majors we chose, and love what we do. We only ask that this
extra work is acknowledged by the university so that it can be recognized by those looking at our
transcripts in the future.
Letters to the Editor can be sent in to Opinions & Editorials Editor, Max Craig, at lawrentian@lawrence.edu. We
review all letters and consider them for publication. The Lawrentian staff reserves the right to edit for clarity,
decency, style and space. All letters should be submitted on the Monday before publication, and should not be
more than 350 words.

Michele Haeberlin

Staff Writer
__________________________________

Sallybug — that is the nickname a nurse gave to my twin
sister when she was born because
she was so tiny. Sally was born
with many special needs, from
complications with her heart to
losing the ability to walk without a walker. Sally’s handicaps
help define her because they are
embodied parts of her identity,
but they are also not all she is.
Bug is so much more than a handicapped girl with a wheelchair.
Young children, especially
the ones under the age of four, are
not yet well-versed in the societal
brainwashing of what is “acceptable behavior.” So, when they see
my sister, they do not know what
to do. If she is sitting down, you
might not be able to tell she has
handicaps, but her walker often
makes many people uncomfortable. Little kids will often stare,
and some of them whisper to
their mommies asking, “What’s
wrong?” Others, meanwhile,
might be brave enough to go up
to Sally and ask directly. But then
the parents would rush over, faces

Nero Grok-Gallagher

Columnist
_________________________________

I am not advocating for a
complete ban of textbooks for
language-learning purposes, but
the manner in which we approach
foreign language education needs
to radically change. I find the
current landscape of language
learning particularly frustrating
because I love the endeavor of language acquisition. Having studied
numerous languages, both in and
out of the classroom, I encounter
numerous glaring issues with the
pedagogy commonly utilized in
the United States.
Students are not engaged
with the language in its vast
potential, but rather stick their
noses in the textbook as teachers
drill through grammar points and
vocabulary lists. Such a divorce
from the wonders of language is
upsetting when I encounter the
results: low retention rates or,
worse, language amnesia. It is
not uncommon for Lawrentians
to lose their second language a
year or two after leaving the classroom, and I find it truly disheartening.
There is a huge bias for text
in language classes. Even when
the professor orates instructions
in the given language, most of the
course is based on the textbook
and written information. When
I begin learning a new language,
I make a point of acquainting
myself with its sounds, accents,
phonetics and whatever else;
such an approach is nonexistent
in the classroom. Changing your
American accent is not necessary, but I like to think that some
phonetic competency creates a
greater appreciation for linguistic
diversity. Shooting for a nativelike accent is a whole other topic

Please say hi to my sister

flushed in embarrassment as they
pulled their children away, yelling
at them quietly to never ask those
kinds of questions, but also not
explaining why.
Going to the airport with
Sallybug is a really big deal for
my family. Whereas you may get
there an hour before your flight —
we get there three hours before.
Unloading the car and the walker and the wheelchair, and then
going through the absolute worst
part of it all — security — takes
over an hour on its own. Sally
often has to be taken to a separate corner of the security area
for some random security guard
to search her for any drugs or
weapons. Often, they have no idea
what her mobility issue is so they
will ask her to walk through the
metal detector, unaware that she
cannot do that without someone
helping her. Often, they take her
away while the rest of us are still
frantically trying to get through
normal security as fast as possible
only to find her gone. You have no
idea how scary that is.
Most people with Sally’s level
of mental and physical handicaps

are very trusting of the people
around them, because they are
living in a very childlike state of
mind. Sally is no exception — if
someone comes up and tells her
to follow them, she will do so
blindly. That is something that
keeps me and my parents up at
night. And that is why we rely
on you, dear reader, to help us
get some sleep at night. Because
we trust you to see someone like
my baby sister as a person too,
deserving of the same compassion
you would give to anyone else.
There is no “guidebook on
how to deal with handicapped
people.” Some people think it is
embarrassing to have their children ask my sister what is wrong
with her, and others come up to
us directly. I will not tell you how
to feel, but often people associate handicaps with a negative
image, a sense of lacking. Because
that person is not fully whole and
therefore is not fully a person. Let
me assure you, my sassy, talkyour-ear-off sister is definitely a
full person. When you see her
you do not have to think of her
handicap as a negative thing. You
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do not have to perceive a lack
because there is nothing lacking
in her life.
I cannot undo the damage of
years upon years of people thinking about handicaps as a negative
loss of humanity in a person in
one article, but I can sure make
you aware of it. The point of this
article is not really to give you a
guide on how to talk to people
with special needs, because you
do not need one. Just treat them
like humans because that is exactly what they are. I cannot tell you
how many times I have seen people try to slow their speech down
or use smaller words around Bug
because they thought she could
not understand them. That frustrates me, but I also understand
they were just trying to be accommodating.
If you see my sister around
campus, which you very well
might because she visits me for
every choir concert, dance recital
and any other excuse my mom
and I think up, you should say
hi to her. She would like that a
lot. She is a short blondie and,
of course, looks nothing like me,

and is nearly impossible for most
adults anyway.
This, of course, is tied to the
issue of teaching a language to
a broad audience; children have
teachers from the get-go: their
parents, who devote endless love,
attention and opportunities to
practice language proficiency.
Compared to childhood, the language classroom is but a meager
environment. One major part of
adulthood, though, is independence and self-sufficiency. With
that logic, language learning
should involve a reciprocal relationship between teacher and
student. Experts in a given language can act as a communication
partner, a clarifier and a guide;
students need to put in the effort
of actively studying and supplementing their learning, rather
than merely completing the class
exercises and vocabulary drills.
The end goal of a language course
should be to introduce the language to the students, but also to
provide the skills necessary for
sustained learning beyond the
classroom.
With that said, what does my
own independent language studying look like? I am constantly
searching for the answers to that
question, as my time allotment
changes every term and I discover more about my preferred
styled of learning. There are some
basic guidelines I follow, though.
Utilizing technology is invaluable,
especially for commonly spoken
languages like Spanish. For lis-

tening, I use Duolingo Podcasts,
Netflix and YouTube; it is important to hear a variety of voices on
different topics within different
contexts. For general practice, I
use Duolingo and Quizlet, though
there are more advanced methods

See page 12

her older twin. She will probably
be smiling and rocking her head
back and forth as she listens to
whatever song is stuck inside her
head at the time. And she will be
waiting for you to acknowledge
her and say a greeting so she can
smile back and ask how you are,
what your major is and if you
have any cheeseburgers on you
because she is starving.
For those of you who go on to
start families of your own one day,
when you are in the grocery store
or at school or in the airport and
your little one tugs on your sleeve
and asks, “What’s wrong with that
girl over there?” you do not have
to feel embarrassed. Instead, you
can start up a conversation with
them about the beautiful differences and diversity amongst all
the people on our planet. About
how everyone is different in their
own way, and for some people
that means they have a different
skin color than you, and for some
people that means they pray to a
different god than you do, and for
some people that means they walk
in a different way than you do.
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Zach Fithian

Local Nerd’s Hot Take:
Anti-heroes are the superhero’s savior

Columnist
__________________________________

If you have been riding the
superhero movie wave for the past
few years like me, you probably
know that “Birds of Prey,” Harley
Quinn’s team-up movie that has
been in the works for five years
now, releases today. Perhaps you
are excited to see it after seeing
2016’s “Suicide Squad” practically carried by her character. Or
maybe you find yourself interested by the fun, chaotic energy the trailers give off, similar
in nature to “Deadpool” and its
sequel. But hey, maybe “Birds of
Prey” is not your cup of tea —
that is fair! Perhaps you would
enjoy something more serious
like the Oscar-nominated “Joker,”
or maybe something with a good
redemption arc like in “Logan”
would do the trick too. All of these
movies did well overall: in the box
office, in reviews, or in both. Even
“Suicide Squad,” which is generally thought of as a bad movie,
earned quite a bit of revenue and
an Oscar for visual effects — yes,
really. However, the pattern is not
just in that they performed well,
no. The pattern lies in the protagonists of these stories. All of these

movies are led by anti-heroes,
and this intriguing characteristic
may just be the key to keeping
our appetite for superhero content satiated.
So wait, what is an anti-hero?
An anti-hero is not necessarily a
villain, but instead is a protagonist that defies the traditional values of a hero. I already mentioned
“Logan” as being an anti-heroic
tale, so let us use that film as
an example. Though Wolverine is
typically considered a hero more
or less, “Logan” opens with a
weak and weary Wolverine, who
is always referred to as Logan
throughout the movie, who is
awakened in the back of the limousine he drives by some carjackers, who he summarily kills. As
the main conflict of the movie
presents itself, he insists on taking no part in it, but it falls into
his hands and he must, begrudgingly, carry the task through, but
eventually sees its worth in the
end. Thus, Logan fits the description of an anti-hero in multiple
regards: he is old and weak, he
takes life when threatened without hesitation and he avoids
conflict, regardless of justice or
honor. The characteristics of an
anti-hero provide for much more
interesting stories to tell than

those of traditional superheroes,
as there is more room to explore
the human condition and gray
areas of morality. Therefore, given
the domination of the superhero
movie in this past decade, perhaps it is time some new life was
breathed into the genre.
We are reaching a saturation point with superheroes much
like we did with zombies in the
earlier 2010s. Movies, TV shows
and video games all capitalized
on the craze, most notably spearheaded by “The Walking Dead,”
but by the middle of the decade,
new entries in the zombie genre
slowed down. Now, zombies are
out of style and superheroes
have come to save the day, only
they may have overstayed their
welcome. While the most recent
Marvel films, including “Captain
Marvel,” “Spiderman: Far From
Home” and, of course, “Avengers:
Endgame” have done very well,
people are beginning to tire of
the formula that Marvel especially
employs. With only a handful of
exceptions, most Marvel movies
follow the story of a flawed cishet white man who has some sort
of crisis, struggles to climb out
of it, and must finally confront
both his own flaws and the injustices of his usually underdevel-

oped, minimally interesting rival
(see: “Iron Man,” “Thor,” “AntMan,” “Doctor Strange,” et al.).
Of course, interlaced in the story
is witty humor, solid supporting roles and intriguing lore, but
overall, the cookie cutter formula
that superhero movies make use
of needs to change. This is where
the anti-heroes come in.
I have already described what
constitutes an anti-hero and generally why their stories are more
enticing than traditional superhero movies, but what makes them
so appealing at this point in cinematic history is the diversity they
bring to the genre. This is a term I
use with multiple intended meanings. On one hand, I do mean
that the movies themselves tend
to cast actors of different backgrounds, but on the other hand,
I also mean that such films are
less restricted by the guidelines
of the superhero genre and are
thus more willing to diverge from
the norm. In observing another anti-hero film I mentioned,
“Deadpool,” and especially its
sequel, sees a series that openly embraces characters of color,
queer characters and characters
of different body types in, might
I remind you, a genre plagued
by shredded, white, cishet men.

Additionally, the first film was
treated skeptically before release
due to worries of a limited market
and excessive violence and vulgarity, but these breaks in form
carried the movie to first place in
the ranking of highest-grossing
R-rated movies, which was then
beaten by “Deadpool 2” and now
recently, “Joker.” Because the
anti-hero tale is in its nature nontraditional, it enables a great level
of creativity, which is just what we
need to keep enjoying our beloved
superhero stories.
Do not mistake this article
for a declaration of “down with
the superhero, long live the antihero!” I have seen almost every
Marvel Cinematic Universe movie
in Phase Three on opening night,
but rather as a hopeful fan’s prediction of a welcome change. I
love superhero movies, but boy
do we need a break from the same
old, same old and anti-hero movies have already proven that they
can give us that. So go see “Birds
of Prey” this weekend; enjoy
the other side of the superhero
movie coin, and keep your fingers
crossed that there is more where
that came from.

move towards acquittal. Just like
that, impeachment will be over.
Hardly a bang, more a whimper.
How could the Democrats
botch an impeachment where the
President releases the transcript
of the call voluntarily? A call
between Trump and Ukraine’s
Zelensky so obviously intended
to suss out information about
Trump’s likely political opponent,
Biden. This should have been a
lay-up, at the very least tarnishing Trump so severely that his
approval ratings remain in the
30s until an ignominious defeat
come November. But no.
Much like Dr. Evil in
the Austin Powers trilogy,
Democratic leadership stumbled
around until they bumped into
the self-destruct button. Instead
of using their political majority in
the House to subpoena witnesses,
work the subpoenas through the
courts and then set Trump’s men
down in front of the house and
torch them, the House Democrats
— led by Nancy Pelosi — thought
it prudent to declare the matter
of such great importance that the
articles of impeachment be sent
pronto. She then hung onto said
articles for weeks, as one does
with super-duper important documents, instead of sending them
on a tax-payer funded bullet train
straight to McConnell’s desk in
the Senate.
She did not subpoena the witnesses, “Because justice delayed
is justice denied. We would not be
able to get our work done … [and
the Senate] can subpoena those
same people and save a great deal

of time,” according to the New
York Post. This was and is one
of the most ridiculous political
stratagems I have seen. Pelosi’s
power is in the House where
her Democrats hold a majority,
whilst Mitch McConnell and his
Republicans hold a strong position in the Senate. Why give up
your powerful position in the
hopes that your opponent will
do what you want them to do?
McConnell has no interest in
removing Trump, and for Pelosi
to entrust her impeachment
baby to a political opponent was
inane. In the words of Omar from
HBO’s “The Wire,” “You come
at the king, you best not miss.”
The Democrats whiffed so hard
Trump has a popularity rating
of 49, a number that, if he can
maintain it — a big “if” for one
so talented at saying the outrageous — he should win handily in
November.
As if the flaccid impeachment was not bad enough, the
Democrat’s
Iowa
Caucuses
descended into chaos. An app that
was supposed to be a bulwark
against misplaced votes and/or
interference failed to operate as
expected, which means the results
of the primary were delayed by
a full 24 hours. The media was
confused, all the candidates made
baseless speeches about their
ascendancy and the Democrats
tried to find some local Dem yokel
to toss under the many campaign
buses for this embarrassment. On
most any day this snafu would
be a major fail, but this came the
day before and day of President

Trump’s State of the Union
address, where before the nation
he was given ample ammunition
by the Dems to dunk on them
left, right and center for their
ineptitude.
Pray, do not think it is only the
Democrats outside of Wisconsin
who exhibit a reality-defying ability to trip over their shoe-laces.
The Milwaukee Host Committee,
tasked with preparing for the
DNC’s eventual convention here
in our lovely state, was found to
be headed by individuals who are
alleged to have fostered a “toxic
and hostile work environment”
rife with “bullying and workplace
harassment,” according to the
Milwaukee Business Journal. For
a party that purports to support
“inclusive spaces” and “diverse
intersectional coalitions,” one
could be forgiven for thinking this
was all lip-service, i.e. hogwash.
Lastly, there is the matter of
Bernie Sanders: a lover of pudding, honeymooning in the USSR
and democratically taking your
stuff via coercion. This ol’ rascal also just so happens to be an
Independent — in other words,
not a Democrat at all. This nonDem running in the Democratic
primary has — of my writing this
— secured a strong second-place
finish in Iowa. Last time around
in 2016, he came so close to winning that the Democratic establishment had to start changing up
some rules just to keep him from
the nomination. How can a party
incapable of stopping a frizzyhaired Marx fan from co-opting
their platform have any chance of

taking on a braggadocious blowhard with a massive war chest and
the bully pulpit of the presidency?
You tell me.
This all may sound rather
unkind to the Democrats. After
all, they have had a rough go
of it since 2016. In their pride
and arrogance, they thought they
would control the presidency for
16+ years, with the voter turnout
secured by the Obama presidency
bringing Hillary to power. It was
not to be, as we all know.
No, I do not mock the DNC
because of my right-leaning
tendencies nor because they so
richly deserve it. I mock them
because they should be betters,
and the Republican Party will
likewise be better having a quality opponent. Competition leads
to better alternatives. If the DNC
has their house in order, they
will win more. To best them the
Republicans will have to shift
their own dead-weight and less
savory hangers-on to keep up.
What we have seen instead is
the Republicans overrun by an
outside presence that many deem
ill-suited. Instead of producing
a high-quality candidate who
most represents their ideals, the
Democrats have sought out their
own bludgeoning curmudgeon in
Bernie Sanders. I do not know
about you, but I would prefer not
having to choose between an irate
socialist and a populist-nationalist. We need better parties, and it
can begin by calling them out on
their multitudinous flaws.

What in the World: Democrats faceplant
Luther Abel

Columnist
_________________________________

You have probably seen the
clip on YouTube. Jeff Daniels
playing a news anchor on a political discussion panel in the HBO
drama “Newsroom” is asked,
“What makes America the greatest
country in the world?” He saucily
replies, “It isn’t.” Everyone gasps
and looks flabbergasted. Sensing
an opportunity to roast anyone
and everyone, he proceeds to turn
to a fellow panel member, a liberal woman, and rhetorically asks,
“You know why people don’t like
liberals? Because they lose.” And
boy howdy have they been.
An impeachment on party
lines that will be dismissed by
the time of print, a royal snafu
of an Iowa caucus, mass firings
among the Milwaukee convention
staffers and the distinct possibility that a socialist non-Democrat,
Bernie Sanders, could win the
nomination. The Democrats have
managed to lose not only in 2016
to a uniquely unpopular opponent, but continue to exhibit why
dreams of technocracy should not
be entrusted to such an incompetent party.
As I write this on Wednesday,
Feb. 5 — well past when my editor would like this submitted —
the Senate is preparing to acquit
President Donald J. Trump of the
charges of high crimes and misdemeanors levied against him by
the House. This comes days after
Republican Senators voted to
have no additional testimony and
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butt!”
— Bronwyn Earthman
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“Probably my chemistry class in high
school. I pushed through that.”
— Moreau Halliburton

“The hardest class I’ve taken at
Lawrence is Viking Chorale because
it is physically impossible for me to
contain my admiration for Dr. Sieck.”
— Molly Reese

“Computer science 250: intermediate
programming. I’m retaking it and I
hate my life.”
— Yazmin Lara Perez
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for long-term memory hacks —
for example, Goldlist. It is also
good to find music in your target
language that you actually enjoy.
Besides technology, the single best way to reinforce your
language learning is by talking
to people. That is what languages
are for, after all: communication.
Make friends, join a languagelearning community, attend a
club, see tutors or go to language
tables. I also occasionally use
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Hello Talk, a social media app
for native speakers to speak in
their target tongue. Of course,
nothing beats going abroad and
having constant exposure. During
breaks, I make a habit of participating in the World-Wide
Opportunities on Organic Farms
program, wherein travelers reach
out to a farm in a given country
and receive room and board in
exchange for part-time labor. I
did this in Peru and my comfort in
speaking and listening to Spanish
increased dramatically. There are
many ways to approach language
learning, but it is certainly easier
with love and guidance.

